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Abstract

The paper examines the Chosŏn government’s rapprochement with the Russian 
Empire performed against the backdrop of the British seizure of Kŏmundo (1885–
1887). Two attempts of Russo-Chosŏn rapprochement, carried out in the summer 
of 1885 and summer of 1886, are analyzed separately and against the wider geopo-
litical situation in Northeast Asia and on the Korean peninsula of the time. To 
do so, the author relies on the analysis of Russian, Korean, and English primary 
sources to reveal the Russian and Chosŏn government’s standing at that time, 
and the geopolitical reasons behind the failure of Russo-Chosŏn rapprochement.
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Introduction

In the mid to late nineteenth century, the Northeast Asian region, which 
throughout its history generally maintained a self-sufficient system of cross-
country relations and exchanges focused on the Sinocentric diplomatic order, 
began to experience significant political and geopolitical changes. With the 
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influence of Western powers and Capital reaching this part of the globe, the old 
China-centered system was significantly weakened, paving the way for “modern,” 
open foreign exchanges. For various reasons, the so-called opening of Northeast 
Asia for diplomacy and trade happened not simultaneously but gradually, with 
China and the Japanese archipelago being included in global geopolitics earlier 
than other countries in this region.

Squeezed between China on the continent and a modernized Meiji Japan to 
the east, the small kingdom known as Chosŏn (Korea) was forced to join global 
diplomacy only in the third quarter of the nineteenth century. Due to its geographic 
location and internal political situation that for many years prevented foreigners, 
in general, and westerners, in particular, from landing on its territory, Chosŏn was 
the last country in Northeast Asia to be open for international trade and included 
in diplomatic exchanges with Western partners.1

Chosŏn concluded its first modern treaty in 1876,2 and after that found itself 
unable to maintain its traditional policy of isolation. However, the active phase of 
Chosŏn’s foreign policy began only in the early 1880s. Therefore, by the mid-1880s, 
Chosŏn was still new to modern geopolitical exchange. Nonetheless, guided by 
a proactive diplomatic approach launched by its King,3 by the spring of 1885 
Chosŏn had concluded treaties with all the major powers present in Northeast 
Asia,4 including Great Britain and the Russian Empire, and was a full participant 
in regional geopolitics. That is when the issue around Kŏmundo unfolded.

Part 1: So close and yet so far

Russo-Chosŏn (semi-)official exchanges began in 1860 after the Russian Empire 
had obtained large territories in northeastern Manchuria, which became Russia’s 
Primorsky region.5 These territories bordered the northern provinces of Chosŏn 
by land, thus laying the foundations for an intensification of exchange between 
the two countries.

The poorly controlled border between Hamgyŏng province of Chosŏn and the 
southern territories of the Russian Primorsky region allowed a relatively easy 
crossing. Since the early 1860s, these circumstances led to a steady migration of 
Chosŏn’s citizens (mostly peasants), seeking unoccupied land further to the north 
in the Russian territories.6 Therefore, in March of 1880, an official of the Russian 
Ussuri region approached the Hamgyŏng provincial authorities to suggest the 
mutual strengthening of supervision of human traffic over the Russo-Chosŏn 
border, but his approach failed to achieve any result.7,8

Despite the discouraging outcome of their first attempt at approaching Chosŏn, 
the dynamic development of overland trade,9 however, assured the Russian 
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government of the necessity to formalize relations between the two countries. 
Therefore, in early June of 1882, the Russian representative in China submitted a 
note to the Chinese government requesting its assistance in negotiating a treaty 
with Chosŏn.10 Referring to the recently concluded treaty between the United 
States and Chosŏn,11 he asked for this new treaty to be of the same nature and 
content, but with one addition: the Russian party wanted to include a clause that 
would govern the overland trade between the two countries.12 On this matter the 
Russian government’s attempt failed again: in mid-July, the Chinese government 
delivered Chosŏn’s reply, which stated that, since the border between the two 
countries is narrow and small, there is no need for a special clause about overland 
trade in the treaty.13

Although rejected again, the Russian government did not give up on the idea 
and, after consulting in late 1883 with the adviser to the Chosŏn government Paul 
Georg von Möllendorff,14 it appointed the Russian consul in Tientsin Carl Waeber 
(also known as Weber or Вебер)15 to carry out the treaty negotiations with Chosŏn 
officials. Relying on the favorable conditions of Kojong’s active line in diplomacy 
and the example of Chosŏn’s already concluded and ratified treaties with the 
United States, Great Britain, Germany, and Italy, on 20 June 1884, Waeber arrived 
in Chosŏn. The negotiations went smoothly, and on June 27, the Russo-Chosŏn 
treaty was signed in Seoul.

Amidst the news of the escalation of the Sino-French conflict over Vietnam,16 
which alarmed Chosŏn’s civilians and officials,17 the recently concluded (but not 
yet ratified) treaty with Russia was soon used as grounding for rapprochement 
between the two countries. This time, however, it was the Chosŏn party who took 
the initiative.

In August to September 1884, Paul Georg von Möllendorff contacted the Russian 
Empire’s officials in China, offering them a discussion about the international 
status of Chosŏn. Attempting to take advantage of the geopolitical struggles of that 
moment, he introduced two possible options for the Russian party’s consideration: 
a neutralization18 of Chosŏn, ensured by protective measures offered from China, 
Japan, and Russia or an exclusive protection of the Korean peninsula by Great 
Britain.19 Against the background of Anglo-Russian rivalry in the Middle East, as 
well as the fact that the treaty between Chosŏn and the Russian Empire, entered 
into against China’s will,20 was not yet ratified, both afore-mentioned options 
appeared highly provocative. It was only natural that the Russian officials did 
not accept either of them. Therefore, although the Chosŏn representative’s offer 
was duly reported to Saint Petersburg, no reaction from the Russian government 
followed.21
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In December of the same year, while visiting Tokyo under Kojong’s order to 
handle the diplomatic consequences22 of the recent Kapsin coup,23 Paul Georg von 
Möllendorff contacted the Russian officials again. This time he offered Russia the 
opportunity to establish its military protectorate over Chosŏn. For this purpose, 
von Möllendorff asked the Russian government to send military instructors and 
warships with two hundred sailors on board to Chosŏn. While not completely 
rejecting this offer, the government in Saint Petersburg, however, stated that 
the presence of its naval forces in the waters of the Korean peninsula would be 
undesirable.24 Therefore, once again, the Chosŏn party’s attempt to engage with 
Russia faced the latter’s ambiguous attitude and a refusal to undertake responsi-
bilities on the Korean peninsula.

Ironically, in the summer of 1885, the Russian party rushed to take up Paul 
Georg von Möllendorff’s December 1884 offer, when, driven by the British navy’s 
activities on Kŏmundo, it initiated an open attempt to approach Chosŏn.

Part 2: Setting the scene

Since the 1870s, Great Britain had shown interest in three islands on the southwest 
of the Korean peninsula, called Kŏmundo by the locals, but commonly known in 
the west as Port Hamilton. In July 1875, amidst increasing tension between Chosŏn 
and Japan (unfolding due to the Japanese government’s continuous attempts to 
“open” Chosŏn for trade and modern diplomacy and the Chosŏn government’s 
firm resistance to that “opening”), and amidst rumors that Japan had reached 
an agreement with Russia to attack Chosŏn, the British representative in Tokyo 
introduced the idea of occupying Kŏmundo, arguing that the possession of these 
islands would ensure the British presence in the region.25 This plan was, however, 
rejected at that time, as Her Majesty’s government concluded that it did not wish 
to “set other nations the example of occupying places to which Great Britain has 
no title.”26

However, by the spring of 1885, amidst escalating Anglo-Russian hostilities in 
the Middle East, also known as the “Great Game,”27 the British approach towards 
the inviolability of borders in Northeast Asia was revised.

After the Afghan army, which had allied with Great Britain, clashed with 
Russians in early March 1885,28 and the government in London started its prepa-
rations for the war,29 the Kŏmundo issue was brought out again and treated in a 
markedly different light. Evidently, Great Britain, the major maritime power with 
a relatively small land army,30 aimed to counterbalance its potential overland 
campaign in the Middle East. Therefore, Britain sought to strengthen its presence 
in the waterways of the Northwest Pacific. In mid-March of 1885, the British 
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fleet deployed in Nagasaki was ordered to be ready for potential actions against 
Russia.31 On April 15, a new order dictating the occupation of Kŏmundo was 
issued. The territory was taken the day after, on April 16, with no resistance from 
locals.32

These actions were rationalized by British politicians by a set of geopolitical 
and economic reasons, which, ironically, were very similar to arguments that were 
used against the plan of occupation of the islands back in 1875. The Admiralty 
Foreign Intelligence Committee justified the decision in the light of the British 
interests in the region: the need to protect Hong Kong, which Great Britain 
had leased from China in 1841, the need to ensure the safety of British trade in 
the region, and a complicated argument that the seizure of the islands would 
be useful for British potential future actions in Northern China, Japan, on the 
Korean peninsula, and even in eastern Siberia.33 Meanwhile, the First Lord of 
the Admiralty highlighted British hostilities with Russia over Afghanistan, which 
determined the need to blockade Russia in the Pacific and to direct a naval 
offensive against Vladivostok.34

Despite the existence of a decade-old proposal to occupy Kŏmundo, the British 
seizure of the islands in April of 1885 was not a well-prepared act. Although, since 
February of 1885, the possibility (and necessity) of seizing this part of Chosŏn 
land once again become a subject of discussions between high British officials, 
the ultimate resolution to take such an action, influenced by escalating Anglo-
Russian hostilities, was made only in early April.35 Therefore, failing to carry 
out diplomatic preparations, the British government attempted to get its actions 
approved by the main powers in the region post-factum.

On April 17, the British representative in Beijing was officially instructed not 
to mention the Royal Navy’s actions at Kŏmundo.36 The same instructions were 
transferred to the British ambassador in Tokyo.37 Britain spared no efforts to 
make sure that no rumors of its activities on Kŏmundo would spread before its 
new status was negotiated and, ultimately, approved by both China and Japan. 
Accordantly, the Chinese minister in London was informed of the seizure of the 
islands on April 16,38 and a confidential telegraphic message of the same nature 
was delivered to the Japanese Minister of Foreign Affairs on April 20.39 The British 
government explained to both countries that this invasive action was performed 
“in a view of the probable occupation of these islands by another power.”40

Having long-standing territorial disputes with Russia41 and aiming to secure 
its prevailing status in the region, the Chinese party promptly responded, stating 
that “it was better that England should take … [these islands] rather than the 
Russians.”42 This favorable response encouraged the British officials to take a 
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further step and to attempt to conclude a written understanding with the Qing 
government about Kŏmundo.43

However, the Japanese party’s reaction was rather restrained. Technically 
not opposing the British navy’s actions, the government in Tokyo declared that 
fearing the Russian response, it could not issue an official approval.44 Thus, while 
voicing no disapproval, the Japanese government, however, distanced itself from 
the issue. Apparently, the British also came to realize that the Russian Empire’s 
close interest in the Kŏmundo case was unavoidable. Therefore, it rushed to 
initiate negotiations with the Chosŏn government directly, aiming at preventing 
the Russians from getting involved.

On April 24, the British representative in Seoul William Carles45 officially 
informed the Chosŏn government of the Royal Navy’s activities on Kŏmundo. 
Although he specifically stressed that the occupation was temporary,46 it was only 
natural the Chosŏn government did not comply. Therefore, realizing that Chosŏn’s 
open protests would unavoidably invoke Russia’s attention, the British diplomat 
spared no efforts to convince the country’s authorities of the good nature of British 
intentions. To succeed with this task, Russian actions in the Anglo-Russian hostil-
ities in Afghanistan were to be described in a certain negative way. On 7 May 
1885, while briefing Chosŏn’s Foreign Minister Kim Yunsik,47 Carles revealed 
that “Russia had encroached on Afghanistan, with the Ruler of which country 
England was in intimate relations, and that England had resented the invasion of 
the territory of her friendly neighbor” and “then came forward to Afghanistan’s 
protection.”48 He assured the Chosŏn official that the British fleet had to take 
Kŏmundo to prevent Russia from seizing it.49,50

Meanwhile, Russia, perhaps unintentionally was contributing to the British 
narrative. First, in early May, the word spread that the Russian Minister in Beijing 
had informed his Chinese counterpart that if China consented to the British 
occupation of the islands, then the Russian government would feel the need to 
occupy some other island or portion of the Korean peninsula.51 Just then, the 
Russian vessel Vladivostok reached Kŏmundo.52 Treated as an attempt to take the 
islands,53 the Vladivostok’s arrival added to the British accusations against Russia.

Carles, however, went even further and, on May 14, informed Kim Yunsik 
of the on-going speculation that the Chosŏn government offered Russia the 
ceding of a “group of islands” in exchange for its military protection. Two days 
later, the same rumor was duly delivered to the Chinese minister in Seoul.54 No 
specific islands were ever named, but, given the timing and circumstances that 
surrounded the appearance of this speculation, it can be assumed that the Chosŏn 
territory in question was Kŏmundo.55
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As a result, by late May of 1885, when the peak of Anglo-Russian tensions in the 
Middle East had passed,56 the British party found itself securing a moral right to 
continue with the occupation of the Kŏmundo islands, quite literally re-allocating 
the Great Game from the Middle East to the Northeast Asian region. Amidst that, 
a rapprochement between Chosŏn and the Russian Empire unfolded.

Part 3: Between a hammer and a hard place

On May 18, after obtaining an eyewitness report of the occupation of Kŏmundo, 
the Russian representative in Beijing repeated his government’s protest against 
the British actions to the Chinese government. On the same day, Alexey Shpeyer 
(also known as Alexis de Speyer or Алексей Шпейер),57 secretary of the Russian 
legation in Tokyo, was authorized to make his second trip to Chosŏn.58 Visiting 
Chosŏn in a semi-official capacity, Shpeyer was ordered to monitor the negotia-
tions on the Kŏmundo case and oppose the British possession of these islands. 
He was to stay in Chosŏn until the arrival of Carl Waeber, who was appointed 
as the Russian minister to serve in Seoul. Shpeyer’s agenda also included negoti-
ations with the Chosŏn government about the employment of Russian military 
instructors—an idea introduced by von Möllendorff in early 1885. However, to 
avoid a clash with China or Japan, Shpeyer was specifically commanded to proceed 
with the discussions about this issue only if Chosŏn stated its desire to employ 
Russian instructors first.59 Therefore, no official credentials enabling Shpeyer to 
carry out such talks were issued for him by the Russian Foreign Ministry.

The Russian government’s decision to send Speyer was taken before von 
Möllendorff, who reached Japan to present the Chosŏn government’s official 
protest against the Royal Navy’s actions in Korea to the Commander-in-Chief of 
the British China Station, had called to consult the Russian consul in Nagasaki.60 
Therefore, it would be safe to assume that Russia acted with no regard for the 
Chosŏn party’s ongoing agenda, and that its intention to make an open diplomatic 
gesture towards Chosŏn was triggered by the then-current geopolitical situation 
that was unfolding in the region due to the Anglo-Russian tensions in the 
Middle East. Evidently, Russia was under the impression that the offer that von 
Möllendorff made back in February 1885, before the British actions on the Korean 
peninsula, remained active and intended to use it in its rivalry with Great Britain.

In this complicated situation, on 9 June 1885, Shpeyer reached Seoul.61 
Convinced that the offer, voiced by von Möllendorff in early 1885, was sanctioned 
by the King and still valid, the Russian delegate straight away attempted to deal 
directly with the Chosŏn government. This, however, turned out to be problematic, 
and for some ten days, he could only meet with von Möllendorff.62
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Despite that, Kojong was, apparently, duly informed of the Russian delegate’s 
agenda in Chosŏn. Therefore, the King acted accordingly. On June 14, he summoned 
the United States minister, George Clayton Foulk,63 for yet another discussion 
about American military instructors, long-awaited in Chosŏn.64 During this 
meeting, Foulk noticed Kojong’s increased anxiety for the American instructors 
to be sent as soon as possible. He deduced that the King’s conduct was with no 
doubt caused by the Anglo-Russian tensions.65 It is evident that understanding 
the geopolitical meaning of the Great Game, which now was threatening the terri-
torial integrity of his country,66 Kojong was hesitant to approach either of these 
two countries and instead resolved to address the United States as the third party.

Amidst that, frustrated by a delay and in violation of his instructions, 
on June 18, Shpeyer took the initiative and directly addressed the Chosŏn 
government, demanding the employment of Russian military instructors instead 
of American specialists.67 It is evident that the Russian delegate became aware 
of Kojong’s further request to the American party and attempted to prevent the 
Chosŏn government from achieving it. However, rather than spoiling the Chosŏn-
American negotiations, Shpeyer’s open declamation instead alarmed the British 
Consul in Seoul. Understanding Shpeyer’s statement as the Russian party’s attempt 
to enforce its influence over Chosŏn and by it to not only squeeze the British out 
from Kŏmundo but also to strengthen its presence in the region, Britain began 
prompt countermeasures.

On June 19, the new British representative Willian Aston68 informed Kim 
Yunsik that the occupation of Kŏmundo, in fact, had not been occasioned by the 
Russo-British tensions in the Middle East and that von Möllendorff’s intrigues 
with the Russian legation in Tokyo in early 1885 were the real reason for the 
Royal Navy’s invasive actions.69 Evidently, this British strategy was proven to be 
effective. The next day Shpeyer finally met with Kim personally just to learn that 
the Chosŏn government was completely unaware of von Möllendorff’s repeated 
appeals for the Russian military assistance.70 Discouraged by such a turn of 
events, the Russian delegate made yet another attempt to convince the Chosŏn 
government to accept Russian military instructors, openly delivering a detailed 
report on von Möllendorff’s diplomatic ventures of 1884 and 1885.71 These drastic 
actions, however, had little effect on Kim Yunsik, who simply replied that no 
Russian instructors could be invited because the employment of the American 
instructors was the King’s personal request, while von Möllendorff’s negotiations 
with the Russian party were carried out at a private level.

But the Russian diplomat refused to take “no” for an answer. To counter the 
Chosŏn party’s ultimatum, Shpeyer resorted to bluff. He stated that if the Chosŏn 
government keeps insisting on engaging American drill instructors, then the 
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Russian government will recall its minister to Chosŏn (who had not even arrived 
yet), and cause a rupture in the relations of the two countries.72

This threat, evidently, reached its goal. Three unidentified Chosŏn state 
officials, who referred to themselves as Kojong confidants, soon called on Shpeyer. 
They revealed that the King was willing to employ Russian military instructors, 
but he wished to keep this agreement in secret until the instructors arrived in 
Chosŏn. Therefore, the following plan of action to soothe the Russian delegate’s 
interactions with the Chosŏn government was drafted: in the following days, 
Kojong should grant Shpeyer a formal audience during which the issue of Russian 
military instructors would not be discussed; the King would formally inform the 
United States of an issue with Russian military instructors and ask the government 
in Washington to cancel a dispatch of their drill instructors; finally, before Shpeyer 
left Chosŏn,73 a letter from Kojong would be delivered to him. In this letter, the 
King would express his desire to accept Russian military instructors, undertake 
to enter into a written agreement with the Russian Empire upon the instructors’ 
arrival, and reject employment of military instructors from other countries.74

Honoring his part of the deal, on June 21, Kojong summoned the United States 
minister for a discussion about demands made by the Russians. During this 
meeting, Foulk revealed to the King that one of the Chosŏn government ministers 
already informed him that the American instructors were no longer needed.75 This 
statement not only indicated that the government in Washington was aware of 
the Kojong-Shpeyer secret agreement but also quite unambiguously implied that 
Chosŏn’s further rapprochement with Russia might harm Chosŏn’s relations with 
the United States. This turn of events, however, did not make the King give up on 
the idea to meet with the Russians. The next day, he finally met with Shpeyer. As 
agreed, Kojong denied any knowledge of previous negotiations on the employment 
of Russian military advisors. He recommended the Russian delegate to address 
this matter to the Foreign Minister.76

It is noticeable that Kojong made this suggestion while being aware of Kim 
Yunsik’s firm opposition to the employment of the Russian instructors. On the 
evening of the same day yet another “confidant” from the King made a call on 
Shpeyer. He explained that Kojong wanted the Russian delegate to continue to 
press Chosŏn’s Foreign Minister on this matter, but added that, if this approach 
failed, then the King would issue a written promise to employ the Russian military 
instructors, regardless of Kim’s opposition.77 This motivated the Russian delegate 
to further actions.

Suspecting that Kim Yunsik’s resistance had taken its source from Chinese 
opposition and intending to overrule it, on June 23, Shpeyer called on the Qing 
resident in Seoul. Surprisingly, the Chinese diplomat explained that while the 
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Chosŏn government indeed informed him about the negotiations, he did not 
advise the Foreign Ministry in this regard. Moreover, the Chinese official clarified 
that, in his opinion, it was not a matter of concern for China to which government 
Chosŏn might turn for instructors.78,79

As the assumption of Chinese meddling was proven wrong and having no other 
leads to explain the Chosŏn Foreign minister’s resistance, on June 24, Shpeyer 
once again met with Kim Yunsik and rather boldly attempted to persuade him to 
comply with the plan. Kim was, however, adamant. He once again brought up the 
existence of a previous written agreement with the United States, but as this did 
not discourage the Russian delegate, he ultimately pointed out that, as Shpeyer 
approached the Chosŏn government with no credentials, the whole discussion 
was of a private nature,80 and therefore, further talks were pointless. That was a 
card Shpeyer could not trump. He retreated, hoping, perhaps, for another oppor-
tunity to renegotiate.

At this point, Britain struck its final blow, completely frustrating Shpeyer’s 
efforts and by de-facto annulling his agreement with the King. On June 26, 
obviously aiming at forcing Kojong to denounce the rapprochement with Russia, 
the British minister in Seoul informed the Chosŏn government of his government’s 
intention to release Kŏmundo when assured that von Möllendorff’s consultations 
with Russian officials were not authorized by the King.81 Taking up this promise, 
the Chosŏn government complied, issuing on July 1 an official statement that 
disowned von Möllendorff’s agreements with Russian officials.82

After this announcement, it became clear to Shpeyer that Kojong’s written 
compliance was the last opportunity for his mission to succeed. After all, even 
failing on the official level, the Russian delegate still had Kojong’s semi-official 
promise. Indeed, up until his last moments in Seoul, Spheyer remained assured 
that the issue with the Russian instructors would be resolved after his agreement 
with the King. On July 12, a messenger from the palace informed him that the letter 
in question would be delivered that night.83 Shpeyer waited until morning, but 
no deliveries from the King came.84 With this, Shpeyer left the country on July 13, 
failing to achieve the goals set for him and again violating the instruction issued 
for him by the Russian Foreign Ministry.

Part 4: Half a loaf is better than no bread

By autumn of 1885 and amidst China tightening its grasp over Chosŏn,85 it 
became clear that in the summer Kojong had backed the wrong horse. Despite 
him stepping down from the rapprochement with Russia, the winter of 1885 and 
spring of 1886 came and passed, but the British navy had shown no signs of any 
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intention to leave Kŏmundo. Or so it seemed. The historical irony of the situation 
was that just as Kojong had realized that, with the Chinese unspoken approval 
of the continuation of the British occupation of part of Chosŏn’s land, he had no 
other options left but to approach the Russians again, the Chinese and the British 
authorities opened a discussion, seeking the appropriate way for Her Majesty’s 
navy to finally release the islands.

In mid-March 1886, pressed by Russia, which, despite its position weakened 
by the failure of Shpeyer’s mission on the Korean peninsula,86 continued to make 
threats to “take 10 times more of Chosŏn’s territory”87 if the British navy did 
not retreat from Chosŏn, the Chinese party concluded that it could not get into 
trouble with Russia about a matter that concerned only British interests.88 In late 
March, the British also realized that, amidst high maintenance costs and relatively 
low strategic value, further occupation of the islands was no longer desirable.89 
Thus, assuming that on a geopolitical scale the British and the Chinese interests 
were pursuing the same objective, and that it would be against the interest both 
of China and Britain if Kŏmundo were to be occupied by another European 
Power, the government in London produced a new strategy of joint guarantees 
of Chosŏn’s integrity. According to it, the Chinese party was to obtain Russia’s 
written engagement not to occupy Kŏmundo before the British navy’s withdrawal 
from it.90 However, contrary to what was expected of him, Lǐ Hóngzhāng,91 the 
Chinese state official in charge of Chosŏn affairs, demanded a prior obligation 
from the British party to evacuate the islands. Only then he would undertake the 
task of convincing the Russians to issue the required written engagement.92,93

Evidently, Kojong knew nothing about changes in the Chinese and British 
agendas. Therefore, since the early summer of 1886, he was closely watching the 
activities of Carl Weaber, the Russian minister in Seoul, so as not to miss the right 
time for another attempt at rapprochement.

The opportunity soon appeared as Russia once again voiced a desire for an 
agreement on overland trade to be concluded between the two countries. This 
initiative was treated by Kojong as a sign of the government in Saint Petersburg’s 
incessant interest in the Korean peninsula. The British and Germans, however, 
were alarmed by it. Both countries assumed that Russia would demand the same 
tariffs as those that were defined by Chosŏn’s overland trade regulations with 
China (1882).94 Therefore, they feared that, if concluded, such an agreement 
would negatively affect their trade in the region. For this reason and attempting 
to frustrate Waeber’s venture, the British and German representatives in Seoul 
stated that in the case of the conclusion of such an agreement, their governments 
would insist on an adjustment of tariffs and duties defined in their applicable 
treaties.95 Naturally, the Chinese party also viewed the Russian government’s 
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initiative with worry and dissatisfaction. In early July, Lǐ Hóngzhāng even issued 
an open memorial to the King, in which he accused Russia of having an agenda 
to invade the Korean peninsula at the first opportunity and stated that it would 
be better for Chosŏn not to have any overland trade at all than to trade with its 
northern neighbor.96

Lǐ’s concern at a possible Russo-Chosŏn rapprochement increased with a report 
in a local Chosŏn newspaper that in mid-July 1886 a Russian vessel was spotted 
near Wŏnsan (known in the West as Port Lazareff) on the east coast. As alarming 
as this was, the situation got even worse when the new British minister to Chosŏn, 
Edward Baber,97 by a mistranslation, was informed not of one Russian ship, but 
of “the presence of a fleet of four Russian vessels at Port Lazareff.” Apparently, 
before consulting with Waeber, Baber telegraphed this urgent news to Beijing 
and communicated it to the Chinese representative in Seoul.98 As the tension was 
increasing, rumors of a Russo-Chosŏn secret rapprochement began to spread. At 
the end of July 1886, the British minister at Beijing reported to London that the 
King had asked for the protection of Russia, and that the Russian government 
demanded this request to be in writing. Highlighting the Chinese side’s concerns 
in the matter, the diplomat added that Lǐ Hóngzhāng issued an urgent order to 
prevent the Russo-Chosŏn rapprochement at all costs.99

Against this background, Kojong’s actual attempt to attain the protection of the 
Russian Empire was set in motion. On August 5, Chosŏn’s high state official called 
on the Russian minister in Seoul, Carl Waeber. During this meeting that lasted for 
four hours, the Chosŏn official passionately explained to Waeber that “the King is 
extremely burdened by the influence that the Chinese representative has on the 
country,” that he “is convinced that China would not be able to defend [Chosŏn]… 
if any serious trouble arises,” and that the British seizure of Kŏmundo was a vivid 
proof of such Chinese disability. All this, just to convince the Russian diplomat to 
accept the letter that would soon be delivered to him, in which the King would 
seek the Russian government’s “assistance for strengthening Chosŏn’s indepen-
dence.”100 No arguments that such action would only worsen the Chinese party’s 
dissatisfaction with the Chosŏn government and harm Sino-Russian relations 
as well,101 voiced by Waeber to persuade Kojong from submitting the letter, 
had any effect. On August 7, the King’s emissary called on the Russian minister 
again and reconfirmed Kojong’s intentions to ask for a Russian protectorate in 
writing. By that time, Waeber became aware of rumors about a secret Russo-
Chosŏn rapprochement that had been going around Seoul. Thus, conscious of a 
looming crisis, he once again suggested not to send the letter, or at least to put 
its dispatch on hold until the proper moment.102 The King, however, was deaf 
to the Russian diplomat’s reasoning. Therefore, on August 9, a written request, 
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bearing the seals of the King and the Minister of Internal Affairs was delivered to 
the Russian legation. In the letter, Kojong largely repeated the above-mentioned 
arguments and requested Russian assistance to obtain Chosŏn’s liberation from 
Chinese vassalage, additionally asking the government in Saint Petersburg to 
“send warships to temporarily ensure [his]… security … if tensions with the other 
Country arise.”103 In violation of the Foreign Ministry’s instruction, which forbade 
any negotiations regarding establishing a Russian protectorate over Chosŏn,104 
Waeber, sympathetic toward Kojong’s efforts, accepted this letter and duly trans-
ferred it to Saint Petersburg.

Amidst the sensitive situation in the country, it was only natural that soon the 
Chinese minister in Seoul, Yuán Shìkǎi,105 would be informed of Kojong’s actions. 
And so around August 12, Yuán, allegedly,106 came into possession of a copy of the 
King’s letter. After this, the Chinese party’s prompt retaliation followed. Revealing 
that “he had accurate knowledge of an agreement in writing, bearing the King’s 
seal, the effect of which was to turn Korea bodily over to Russian protection,” 
Yuán informed Chosŏn’s high officials of the Chinese intention to stop it at all 
costs. He threatened that 75,000 Chinese soldiers would be sent to Chosŏn under 
his summons107 to punish the King for his independent actions.

Taking Yuán’s threat seriously, once again, Kojong had to step back from his 
agreement with the Russians. Even more, attempting to appease the Chinese 
Minister and escape the retaliation promised by him, the King produced and 
delivered an explanatory note to Yuán, in which he claimed that it was not his 
idea to approach Russia and that the letter and his stamp on it were forged.108

It is hard to estimate how convincing Kojong’s assurances appeared to the 
Qing. However, it stands as a historical fact that against the uncertainty of the 
Chinese minister’s threats,109 and the uncertainty of the Chosŏn explanations, it 
was the Russian response to the situation that released the steam from a speedily 
developing crisis. Implying that the letter, which Yuán allegedly had, was forged, 
the Russian minister in Seoul was adamant in his denial that any correspondence 
from the palace requesting Russian protection had ever reached him.110

Evidently, not willing to harm fragile Sino-Russian relations, and intending to 
resolve the Kŏmundo case, the Qing authorities choose not to challenge Waeber’s 
words. Instead, Lǐ rushed to instruct the Chinese representative in Saint Petersburg 
that if the letter from Kojong was ever received through Waeber, then the Russian 
government was to be asked to resolutely treat it as not composed or authorized by 
the King.111 The Russian foreign ministry complied,112 and with this, a diplomatic 
crisis on the Korean peninsula was avoided.
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Part 5: The bitter end

This paper shows that in 1885–1886 Chosŏn had been treated as expendable, a 
pawn in a bigger game unfolding between the Russian Empire and Great Britain. 
The British seizure of Kŏmundo was an example of how geopolitical struggle 
between the two Western countries could affect the balance of power inside 
Northeast Asia. The Royal Navy’s invasion of Chosŏn’s land promptly transformed 
into a major international crisis that not only entangled the countries directly 
involved (Chosŏn and Great Britain) but also the Russian Empire, China, and, to 
some extent, Japan, placing them in rival camps.

Ironically, however, the Kŏmundo incident benefited neither Great Britain nor 
Russia. The only power that capitalized on the international crisis in Chosŏn was 
China. Amidst the absence of direct Anglo-Russian contacts regarding Kŏmundo, 
the Qing stepped in as a mediator. With the islands freed of the British presence 
owing to its involvement,113 China managed to generally overcome restrictions 
implied by the Convention of Tientsin,114 and strengthen its standing in Chosŏn 
and the Northeast Asian region.

As neither of the competing parties and the mediator considered Chosŏn’s 
standing and interests, it is possible to conclude post-factum that King Kojong had 
no opportunity to solve the crisis looming around his country without approaches 
to Russia or Great Britain. He, however, still tried to remain neutral. In the summer 
of 1885, when Shpeyer reached Seoul intending to transform not yet formalized 
relations between the two countries into a strategic partnership, the King of 
Chosŏn immediately realized that his official statement of any nature about the 
Russian party’s demands would automatically be treated as an expression of 
support to either Russia or Great Britain. If he would choose to officially support 
the agreement with Russia, this would invoke not only China’s disapproval, but, 
most importantly, provide the British with a pretext and a justification for its 
seizure of Chosŏn’s territory. If he, however completely ignored the Russians, 
this would spoil the relations between the two countries even before the ratifi-
cation of a Russo-Chosŏn’s treaty.115 Thus, King Kojong took a middle path of 
withdrawing from the official negotiations with Shpeyer but continuing semi- 
official discussions. It was, however, the British promise to release Kŏmundo that 
eventually ended the King’s semi-official interactions with the Russian delegation 
and, ultimately, put the Russo-Chosŏn rapprochement on hold.

By the summer of 1886, Kojong had learned his lesson, realizing that Anglo-
Russian rivalry, having reached Northeast Asia, left him with no chance to solve 
the Kŏmundo problem himself. Since the British had already tricked him once, 
the King of Chosŏn chose to side with Russia, rushing to reconcile with it at the 
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first opportunity. However, lacking knowledge about the Sino-British talks over 
the Kŏmundo issue, instead of protecting his country, Kojong put it in a vulnerable 
position. It cannot be an overstatement to conclude that the events of August 1886 
negatively affected the ongoing discussion over Chosŏn’s territorial integrity and 
thereby slowed down the withdrawal of the British navy from Kŏmundo.

As was mentioned above, since the spring of 1886, British officials pressed the 
Chinese party about obtaining guarantees of non-occupation of Chosŏn’s territory by 
a third power. However, if before the incident Lǐ Hóngzhāng, aiming not to irritate 
the Russian party, had handled the matter cautiously, from mid-August of 1886 his 
approach changed. When, at the end of August, the Russo-Chinese consultations 
over Chosŏn, which were gradually unfolding since the spring, entered the stage of 
discussion of a written agreement,116 the Chinese party, feeling insecure amidst the 
rumors of the secret Russo-Chosŏn rapprochement, began to insist on a clause that 
would ensure Russia’s admittance of China’s rights to suzerainty over the Korean 
peninsula.117 As it would endanger its interests in the region (namely, the ongoing 
negotiations about the overland treaty with Chosŏn), such a clause was deemed 
unacceptable for the Russian government.118 This clash of opinions, naturally, 
unleashed time-consuming negotiations. It was only by mid-November of 1886 
that both parties, ultimately unable to reach consensus on the matter, concluded a 
verbal, gentleman’s agreement, whereby both Russia and China guaranteed Chosŏn’s 
status quo, i.e., its sovereign and territorial integrity.119 Luckily, constantly updated 
on the Sino-Russian negotiations, the British too saw merits in the absence of a 
written Russo-Chinese agreement: if Britain was ever to go to war with Russia, it 
could easily re-occupy Kŏmundo.120 With this, the Chinese verbal assurance that 
no part of Chosŏn, including Port Hamilton, will be occupied by a foreign power 
was deemed sufficient, and “on the faith of this guarantee [and] to comply with 
the wishes of the Chinese government,”121 in mid-November of 1886, the British 
began their preparation to evacuate from the Chosŏn territory.122
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